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1. Introduction

In recent years, plasma–liquid interaction is a relatively new 
research field [1–3] and has gone through an explosion of 
attention in a range of biological and medical applications, 
such as disinfection, decontamination, wound healing and 
cancer therapy [4–8]. Generally, atmospheric pressure cold 
plasma jet (APPJ) interacting with a living cell is the pres-
ence of a gas–liquid environment, in which the APPJ typi-
cally occurs in humid air and is closer or even in contact with 

the gas–liquid interface [1–6]. As we know, various reactive 
oxygen and nitrogen species (RONS) can be produced by 
APPJ in the gas–liquid environment. Among the RONS, the 
OH, O, O3, H2O2 as a main reactive oxygen species (ROS) 
and nitric oxide, −NO2 , −NO3  and peroxynitrites (ONOO−) as a 
main reactive nitrogen species (RNS) are generally accepted 
to play a significant role in the inducing cell apoptosis process 
[9, 10]. The knowledge of ROS and RNS is mostly limited in 
the gas phase, not directly relevant to the targets to be treated 
in a humid environment or in a liquid phase [7, 11–14]. In 
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Abstract
In this paper, atmospheric pressure N2/O2 plasma jets with homogeneous shielding gas excited 
by nanosecond pulse are obtained to generate simplex reactive nitrogen species (RNS) and 
reactive oxygen species (ROS), respectively, for the purpose of studying the simplex RNS and 
ROS to induce the myeloma cell apoptosis with the same discharge power. The results reveal 
that the cell death rate by the N2 plasma jet with N2 shielding gas is about two times that of 
the O2 plasma jet with O2 shielding gas for the equivalent treatment time. By diagnosing the 
reactive species of ONOO−, H2O2, OH and −O2  in medium, our findings suggest the cell death 
rate after plasma jets treatment has a positive correlation with the concentration of ONOO−. 
Therefore, the ONOO− in medium is thought to play an important role in the process of 
inducing myeloma cell apoptosis.
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fact, various types of plasma-chemical reactions can be initi-
ated and much of the primary and secondary RONS can be 
formed by APPJ at the gas–liquid interface, and then dis-
solve and diffuse into the liquid phase to initiate chemical 
and biocidal processes [14–16], which are not only dependent 
on the involved plasma jets source, but also on the compo-
sition of the exposed physiological liquids [17]. However, 
how gaseous reactive species may be correlated to liquid 
phase constituents is still unclear, as is the physico-chemical 
behavior of ROS and RNS in the liquid phase. More impor-
tant is that the precise determination of the constituents and 
production of RONS in the liquid phase linked to inducing 
the apoptosis process is a critical bottleneck [7, 18]. Hence,  
the diagnosis of the production and control of the RONS in the 
liquid phase have become more and more important and valu-
able for further mechanism research of cancer cell apoptosis. 
Additionally, abundant research works have mainly focused 
on using He, Ar, N2, ambient air or mixture gas as the working 
gas to produce APPJ, which have controlled the delivery of 
ROS and RNS into the liquid to induce cell apoptosis [4, 5, 
8, 10, 13–21]. But most of the APPJ have in common that the 
major reactive species produced in the APPJ generate when 
the electrons and components of dissociated, excited and ion-
ized gas interact with the surrounding air. Consequently, the 
composition of the RONS produced by the APPJ and the sub-
sequent effects on cells can vary hugely, owing to the working 
gas and ambient conditions [17, 18]. In this paper, two kinds 
of working gas (N2 and O2) APPJs with homogeneous (N2 
and O2) shielding gas are excited by a nanosecond pulse to 
generate simplex RNS and ROS, respectively, for the pur-
pose of comparative study of the death rate for ROS and RNS 
inducing the myeloma cell apoptosis process.

2. Experimental methods

Figure 1(a) shows the schematic illustration of the exper-
imental setup of the APPJ. The APPJ device consists of two 
tubes: One is the outer tube with a length of 10 cm, which 
is a transparent plastic tube with inner and outer diameters 
of 6 mm and 8 mm, respectively. The other tube is a quartz 
tube with a length of 6 cm and inner and outer diameters of 
1 mm and 2 mm, respectively, inserted inside the plastic tube. 
A stainless steel needle with a diameter of about 0.1 mm is 
fixed in the center of the quartz tube as a high voltage elec-
trode, and is 15 mm away from the nozzle of the quartz.  
A 10 mm long ring copper electrode wrapped around the 
quartz tube at a distance of 10 mm from the nozzle end serves 
as the grounded electrode. Pure N2 or O2 as the working gas 
are injected though inlet I into the quartz tube with a flow rate 
of 300 sccm; the homogenous gas (N2 and O2) as the shielding 
gas are flowed though inlet II into the plastic tube with a flow 
rate of 3 slm. The aim of the shielding gas is to isolate and shield 
ambient air, avoiding that which reacts with the comp onents 
of APPJ to generate new RNS and ROS. A nanosecond pulse 
generator with a pulse rate of 4 kHz, a rising time of 40 ns and 
a pulse duration of 1 µs is used to generate APPJ. The wave-
forms of the pulse voltage and current are measured by a digital 

oscilloscope (Tektronix DPO3000) equipped with voltage/
current probes (P6015A and P6021) and the optical emis-
sion spectroscopy (OES) of APPJ is detected by a monochro-
mator (Andor SR-750i, grating grooving 1200 lines mm−1).  
The fiber optic is oriented up the APPJ axis; the location of the 
optical fiber is not moving when the OES is measured in the 
experimental process.

The LP-1 multiple myeloma cell, which has been reported 
in a previous study [22], is utilized to induce death by APPJ 
treatment in this experiment. The myeloma cell in medium 
(rpmi1640 culture fluid) is refreshed 24 h before performing 
the experiment, and then 100 µl of the medium added in a 
96-well plate is placed under the nozzle of the quartz tube; 
the depth of the medium in the well plate is around 3 mm, 
the distance from the nozzle to the surface of the medium is 
15 mm. A blank well between the treated wells is to avoid the 
cross contamination of wells adjacent with the APPJ treat-
ment. Each experiment’s data is repeated three times and 
the results are presented as mean  ±  SD in the below figures. 
Four separate well plates are used for cell viability analysis 
by the APPJ operating with four different gas chemistries.  
A Cell titer-glo assay (Promega, Madison, WI, USA) is used 
to assess cell viability at 24 h and 48 h after 30 s, 60 s and 120 s. 
PI staining indicating the cell death is performed and analyzed 
by a flow cytometer. 24 h after treatment of APPJs, 2 µl PI (50 
µg ml−1) are added into the medium and incubated at room 
temperature in the dark for 15 min. Peroxynitrite (ONOO−) 
is detected by a fluorescent probe called coumarin boronic 
acid (CBA) (Item No. 14 051, Cayman Chemical Company)  
[23, 24]. CBA is incubated with samples at 20 µM for 30 min 
and fluorescence is detected by a microplate reader at an exci-
tation of 332 nm and an emission of 420 nm. The H2O2 con-
centration is measured by Amplex Red Hydrogen Peroxide 
Assay (Invitrogen). The short lifetime reactive species −O2  
and OH produced by APPJ can first react with radical trap-
ping agents Tempone-H and DMPO in the medium to form a 
stable and long lived spin-trapped adduct and subsequently be 
detected with an electron spin resonance spectrometer (ESR) 
[2, 24, 25]. Tempone-H and DMPO are respectively added at 
a final concentration of 1 mM and 100 µM prior to APPJ treat-
ment. A Sodium Peroxynitrite (ONOONa) (Item No. 81 565, 
Cayman Chemical Company) is used to verify the plotting 
cell viability as a function of the concentration of ONOO−.

In order to have a more convenient and scientific compar-
ison research of the death rate for ROS and RNS inducing the 
myeloma cell apoptosis, both the average discharge power of 
N2/N2 APPJ at 9.2 kV and O2/O2 APPJ at 10.2 kV are fixed 
at 0.2 W, and the corresponding waveforms of pulse voltage, 
discharge current and average power are shown in figure 1(b). 
The discharge current is obtained by subtracting the displace-
ment current from the total current, and there is only one main 
discharge current peak in the rising period of the pulse voltage. 
During the pulse voltage falling processing, another small 
discharge current peak is also present due to the secondary 
electron emission effect generated by negative feedback of the 
pulse voltage [26, 27]. The average power is calculated by the 
method in [26]. Meanwhile, the images of four types of APPJ, 
including N2 APPJ with a N2 shielding gas (N2/N2), N2 APPJ 
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without a shielding gas (N2/Ambient), O2 APPJ with an O2 
shielding gas (O2/O2), and O2 APPJ without a shielding gas 
(O2/Ambient), are shown in figure 1(c) with the expose time 
for the former two types of 0.2 s and the expose time for the 
latter two types of 2 s. It is found that, for N2/N2 APPJ, the 
APPJ gets more intense by adding N2 shielding gas, while for 
O2/O2 APPJ, the additional O2 shielding gas can effectively 
avoid air composition to be involved in the discharge and the 
discharge color displays a bright white [28]. Without the O2 
shielding gas, the discharge intensity becomes stronger and 
the color presents pink. It can be seen that the APPJs plume 
actually exits the glass nozzle except for the O2/O2 APPJ, and 
the N2/N2 APPJs propagates the farthest and has a plume with 
a length of about 5 mm outside the quartz tube. However, it 
should be noted that the above mentioned APPJs could not 
touch the treated surface of medium, so the etching effect 
could be ignored in our experiment.

3. Experimental results

In order to identify the gaseous reactive species of four types 
APPJ in figure 1(c), the OES in the wavelength range from 300 
to 800 nm is obtained in figures 2(a) and (b). As for the spectra 
of N2/N2 APPJ in figure 2(a), both of which mainly consist 
of N2 (C3Πu  →  B3Πg), 

+N2  (B2∑+u   →  X2∑+g ), secondary dif-
fraction of NO (A2Σ  →  X2Π) and secondary diffraction of N2 
(C3Πu  →  B3Πg). The N2 (C3Πu  →  B3Πg) is produced by elec-

tron impact excitation from the ground state N2 (X2∑+g ) and 
first metastable state N2 (A2∑+u ) [29]. The secondary diffrac-
tion of NO (A2Σ) is relatively weaker and mainly produced 
by the reaction between N2 (A2∑+u ) and NO (X2Π) due to the 
rapid energy transfer process [30]. The generation of the state 
+N2  (B2∑+u ) is mainly though the direct electron collisions with 

high energy electrons [29]. Additionally, it is found that the 
emission intensity of N2/N2 APPJ is about two times higher 
compared to that of N2/Ambient APPJ.

As for the spectra of O2/O2 APPJ in figure 2(b), a group of 
oxygen atomic lines for O (3p5P  →  3s5S2

o) at 777.1 nm can 
be observed, which correspond to O(I) triplet state transitions; 

the generation of the state O (3p5P) is ascribed to the direct 
electron-molecule dissociative collision molecule. More inter-
esting is that only oxygen atomic O (3p5P  →  3s5S2

o) lines 
can be observed in O2/O2 APPJ, so it is confirmed that the 
protective effect for the O2 shielding gas is fully embodied 
and can effectively guarantee the air composition will not be 
involved in the discharge reaction process. As for O2/Ambient 
APPJ, in addition to oxygen atomic O (3p5P) lines, the N2 
(C3Πu  →  B3Πg) and +N2  (B2∑+u   →  X2∑+g ) can also be seen 
since the ambient air, especially N2, participates in the reac-
tion. These results are in good agreement with the literature 
published by Girard et al [18] who used O2 as the shielding 
gas. According to the results in figures 2(a) and (b), it is found 
that the N2/N2 and O2/O2 APPJs can generate simplex RNS 
and ROS, respectively, some of which, such as NO and O, 
are considered to be the effective agents in inducing the cell 
death.

As for the difference in APPJ treatment with and without 
shielding gas, there is a lurking variable of flux to the cells, 
i.e. gas flow rate, when a shielding gas is present, the reac-
tive species produced by APPJs would be carried along with 
the shielding gas to the liquid surface, but when the shielding 
gas is absent, the reactive species only diffuse slowly to the 
liquid surface, due to the low flow rate of 300 sccm. There are 
two types of ways for the reactive species to move toward the 
liquid surface [28]. However, in this paper, we mainly focus 
on the comparative study between N2/N2 APPJ treatment and 
O2/O2 APPJ treatment.

Next, we focus on the biological effects of simplex RNS 
and ROS produced by N2/N2 and O2/O2 APPJs on myeloma 
tumor cells. Figure 3(a) shows that cell viability is dramati-
cally decreased 24 h after N2/N2 APPJ treatment for 30 s, 
while treatment by O2/O2 APPJ results in less cell death, 
compared to N2/N2 APPJ, indicating that RNS might be more 
dominant for myeloma cell apoptosis. The same tendency is 
found 48 h after treatment of N2/N2 and O2/O2 APPJ (figure 
3(b)). According to our experience, if the cell viability is 
around 30–60% at post treatment 24 h, there may be a balance 
between the dying cells and the proliferating cells [31], there-
fore, in the following experiments, we only demonstrate the 

Figure 1. (a) Schematic illustration of the experimental setup of APPJ. (b) The waveforms of pulse voltage, discharge current, and average 
power of N2/N2 and O2/O2 APPJ, (c) the images of N2/N2, N2/Ambient, O2/O2, and O2/Ambient APPJ, respectively.
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effects 24 h after plasma treatment, and the biological effects 
by four types APPJ (figure 1(c)) treatment are further com-
pared. Figure 3(c) shows that N2/Ambient APPJs induce more 
cell death than O2/O2 and O2/Ambient APPJs under the same 
treatment time.

To further quantitatively analyze the cell death induced 
by N2/N2, N2/Ambient, O2/O2 and O2/Ambient APPJ, the 
percent age of dead cells (PI+ cells) 24 h after APPJ treatment 
is calculated by flow cytometry in figure 4. It is revealed that 
gas control without APPJ treatment results in around 20% 
of cell death, due to the dry effect. Additionally, the results 
also reveal that the cell death rate by N2 plasma jet, with or 
without N2 shielding gas, is more than two times that of the 
O2 plasma jet with or without O2 shielding gas for the same 
treatment times, which is in good agreement with the result 
in figure 3. Meanwhile, the statistical results of the cell death 
calculated by flow cytometry are presented in figure  5, as 

for N2/N2 and O2/O2 APPJs treatment for 60 s, the cell death 
rate significantly increases up to approximately 91  ±  5.6% 
and 44  ±  3.5%, respectively. The cell death rate moderately 
increases to 90%  ±  3.8% and 37  ±  4.2% after N2/Ambient 
and O2/Ambient APPJs treatment for 60 s. These results are 
in good agree,emt with that in figure 3, and reveal that the cell 
death rate of N2/N2 APPJ is about two times that of the O2/O2 
APPJ for the equivalent treatment time. In this experiment, 
we use the microplate reader and the flow cytometry to detect 
cell death in figures 3 and 4, respectively, but it is found that 
the gas control in figure 4 causes 20% cell death, but not in 
figure 3. The reason may be explained as follows: in figure 3, 
the microplate reader would only detect the viable cell count, 
which, in the control group, is normalized as a criteria. In fact, 
the control group also presents a small amount of dead cells, 
due to the dry effect. Meanwhile, in figure 4, the flow cytom-
etry would detect the proportion of living and dead cells at a 

Figure 2. The OES produced by APPJ. (a) N2/Ambient and N2/N2 APPJs, (b) O2/Ambient and O2/O2 APPJs.

J. Phys. D: Appl. Phys. 50 (2017) 195204
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time, about 80% living cells in figure 4 are actually equal to 
the 100% cell viability in the control group in figure 3.

To understand the different responses of myeloma cells to 
N2/N2, N2/Ambient, O2/O2, and O2/Ambient APPJs, the con-
centration of RNS and ROS in the medium after APPJ treat-
ment is measured. Figure 6(a) shows that the concentration 
of ONOO− after N2/N2 and N2/Ambient APPJs treatment is 
much more than that after O2/O2 and O2/Ambient APPJs treat-
ment. Additionally, the O2/Ambient APPJ seems to produce 
a little more concentration of ONOO− compared to O2/O2 

APPJ, which may be attributed to the ambient air involved 
in the discharge process. As shown in figure 6(b), the H2O2 
concentration has no significant difference between the N2 
APPJ and O2 APPJ with or without shielding gas, and almost 
keeps at the same level. Figure 6(c) shows that the concentra-
tion of −O2  is relatively low after N2 APPJ treatment, while O2 
APPJ treatment results in a higher −O2  production. For OH, 
no OH signal is detected in N2/N2 APPJ treatment, while a 
clear OH signal could be detected in O2/O2 APPJ (figure 6(d)). 
Both of the characteristic signals of −O2  and OH are inserted 

Figure 3. Cell viability analysis after N2/N2 and O2/O2 APPJs treatment for 24 h (a) and 48 h (b), respectively, (c) cell viability 24 h after 
treatment of N2/N2, N2/Ambient, O2/O2, and O2/Ambient APPJs.

Figure 4. Percentage of dead cells (PI staining) analyzed by flow cytometer 24 h after N2/N2 and N2/Ambient (a) and O2/O2 and O2/
Ambient (b) APPJs treatment.

J. Phys. D: Appl. Phys. 50 (2017) 195204
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in figures 6(c) and (d), respectively. Interestingly, the N2/N2 
APPJ greatly decreases the production of OH, which indicates 
that the involvement of N2 has a negative correlation to OH 
production.

In order to directly confirm that the ONOO− would effec-
tively induce the LP-1 myeloma cell inactivation, a scatter 
plot of cell viability from figure 3(c), as a function of fluo-
rescent intensity of ONOO− from figure  6(a), is shown in 

figure 7(a), where it is found that cell viability has a positive 
correlation with the fluorescent intensity of ONOO− produced 
by APPJs. At the low fluorescent intensity of ONOO−, the cell 
viability is much higher, but at the high fluorescent intensity, 
the cell viability decreases sharply and almost reaches zero. 
Additionally, to obtain the concentration value of ONOO−, 
the different concentrations of ONOONa are added to the 
medium and then are detected by a fluorescent probe with 

Figure 5. The statistical result of cell death measured by flow cytometry after treatment of N2/N2, N2/Ambient, O2/O2, and O2/Ambient 
APPJs treatment.

Figure 6. Reactive species ONOO− (a) and H2O2 (b) were measured by microreader after treatment of N2/N2, N2/Ambient, O2/O2, and 
O2/Ambient APPJs. Concentration of −O2  (c) and OH (d) are detected by ESR after N2/N2, N2/Ambient, O2/O2, and O2/Ambient APPJs 
treatment.

J. Phys. D: Appl. Phys. 50 (2017) 195204
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CBA. A standard curve between the fluorescent intensity of 
ONOONa and the known concentrations of ONOO− is also 
made in figure 7(b); it can be seen that the fluorescent intensity 
of ONOO− first sharply increases before 50 µM ONOO− and 
then shows an almost linear relationship with increase of con-
centrations of ONOO−. The experiment results from figure 7 
intuitively and clearly indicate that the cell viability has a pos-
itive correlation with the concentration of ONOO− generated 
by the APPJs treatment and the formation of ONOO− in the 
medium generated by APPJs plays an important role in the 
myeloma cell inactivation.

4. Results discussion

In our experiment, the pH value of the medium after APPJ treat-
ment has remained at about 7.2. According to [2, 13, 32, 33],  
it is demonstrated that acidification alone does not induce 
comparable cell efficay independent on the plasma treatment; 
the pH is only to increase the reactivity of the radicals and 
itself has no direct effect on the cell inactivation. So the syn-
ergistic of pH and reactive species inducing cell death can 
be ignored in this study. In figure 2(a), the NO produced by  

N2/N2 and N2/Ambient APPJs is considered to play a crucial 
role in cell death, and can react with water vapor and water in 
the medium, then transition to HNO2 and HNO3 into medium 
[2]. In figure  2(b), it seems that the O2 APPJ with the O2 
shielding gas does not create RNS in the medium, but ONOO− 
can be formed in figure 6(a), which means that nitrogen oxides 
actually exist in the medium. The speculation is in good agree-
ment with those published by Jablonowski et al [34] who used 
Ar as the feeding gas and used O2 as the shielding gas, where 
about 600 nM −NO2  and 200 nM −NO3  can be measured in the 
medium. Reuter et al confirms that Ar APPJ treatment with 
pure N2 shielding gas would lead to more HacaTs cell death 
than that of Ar APPJ treatment with a pure O2 shielding gas. 
When the 20% O2 and 80% N2 as shielding gas, the death rate 
would reach the maximum value [28].

In the medium, the ONOO− is mainly generated by the  
following reactions [11, 35, 36].

+ +e eN 2N2 → (1)

+ + +N O N NO N2 2→ (2)

+ − −NO O ONOO2   → (3)

+ +OH HNO NO H O2 2 2→ (4)

+OH NO ONOOH.2 → (5)

According to the above reactions, it is found that the OH and 
−O2  would react with NO or NO2 to generate ONOO− by dif-

ferent pathways, which is the reason the production of −O2  and 
OH may be low in N2/N2 APPJ, because they are so reactive 
with other components (such as NO and NO2) in the medium, 
so the radical trappers do not have a chance to trap, while 
there is lots of production of OH and −O2  in O2/O2 APPJ, 
which may be due to the fact that there are not enough NO and 
NO2 to consume OH and −O2  (figures 6(c) and (d)). As with the 
similar expression in the literature published by Lu et al [37] 
and Girard et al [18], the concentration of −NO2  and −NO3  in the 
medium drops drastically to a low level in the presence of the 
shielding gas of pure O2.

It is sure that −O2  and OH are both extremely reactive, but 
the −O2  and OH may be of low concentrations and a short 
lifetime so they are not able to play the role of inducing cell 
death, because high concentration −O2  and OH produced by 
O2/O2 APPJ in figure  6 would not result in a greater cell 
death rate, so it is reasonably considered that both −O2  and 
OH are playing an important role in generating ONOO−. 
A similar description can also been found in the literature 
published by Kushner et al who propose that ONOO− has 
a high oxidizing potential and is produced through OH 
reacting with NO2, and −O2  reacting with NO. Meanwhile, 
the reaction between −O2  and NO nearly doubles the pro-
duction of −NO3  and ONOO− [12]. Additionally, in figure 6, 
some discussion about the temperature effects and plasma 
density should also be paid attention, because compared 
to the gas without shielding, the shielding gas flow would 
cause cooling for the medium, and the N2 plasma jet is 
denser and thus produces more reactive species than that of 
the O2 plasma jet.

Figure 7. (a) A scatter plot of cell viability as a function of 
fluorescent intensity of ONOO−, (b) a standard curve between the 
fluorescent intensity of ONOONa and the known concentrations of 
ONOO−.

J. Phys. D: Appl. Phys. 50 (2017) 195204
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It is commonly considered that the biologically-efficient 
RNS are ONOO− and −NO2 , which would induce nitration 
and nitrosation of proteins and nucleic acids [16]. Especially, 
ONOO− is of major interest since its half-lifetime at pH 7.4 
is about 1 s [38]. The ONOO− is toxic to the cell because of 
its ability diffuse in the medium and react with the cell walls 
to break biological structures and access the inside cell. 
Meanwhile, the ONOO− inside cell can also damage amino 
acids and nucleic acids, which would disrupt the function of the 
organelle [16]. Therefore, it is reasonably concluded that the 
formation of ONOO− in the medium generated by APPJ plays 
an important role in the cell inactivation [18, 39]. As reported 
in the literature published by Szabo et al [40] who used the 
He plasma treatment to produce ONOO− in the PBS(Ca2+/
Mg2+), they think that the ONOO− would induce both cel-
lular apoptosis and necrosis depending on the production 
rates, endogenous antioxidant levels and exposure time, and 
therefore could contribute to the plasma-induced cell death. 
Additionally, Lukes et al [2] recently reported that the forma-
tion of ONOO− plays an important role in the antibacterial  
activity.

However, there are many other factors (such as radicals, 
exited species, UV radiation, etc) that also may lead to cell 
apoptosis. For example, both Girard et al [18] and Mohades 
et  al [41] suggest that the efficiency of plasma treatment 
strongly depends on the combination of H2O2 and −NO2 , 
because the −NO2  acts in synergy with H2O2 to enhance the 
cell death in normal and tumour cell lines. Additionally, they 
point to H2O2 as a central player in plasma-induced oxida-
tive stress, where the concomitant production of −NO2  exacer-
bates the H2O2 toxicity. In addition, one possible explanation 
about inducing cell death is the proximity of the APPJs to the 
medium for N2/N2 and O2/O2. Even if it is not a direct-contact/
etching effect, the reactive species generated by N2/N2 APPJ 
is closer to the medium.

5. Conclusion

Atmospheric pressure N2/N2 and O2/O2 APPJs excited by a 
nanosecond pulse are generated. The corresponding simplex 
RNS and ROS are respectively delivered directly into the 
medium for the purpose of inducing myeloma cell apoptosis. 
The results show that the cell death rate by N2/N2 APPJ is more 
than two times that of the O2/O2 APPJ with a shielding gas. By 
measuring the reactive species of ONOO−, H2O2, OH and −O2  
in the medium, it is found that the concentration of ONOO− 
after N2/N2 APPJ treatment is about two timesthat after  
O2/O2 APPJ treatment. Meanwhile, it confirms that cell 
viability has a positive correlation with the concentration of 
ONOO−. Therefore, we propose that the formation of ONOO− 
in the medium generated by APPJs plays an important role in 
the myeloma cell inactivation.
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